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A growing body of experimental evidence suggests that the deposition behavior of microbial particles
(e.g., bacteria and viruses) is inconsistent with the classical colloid filtration theory (CFT). Well-controlled
laboratory-scale column deposition experiments were conducted with uniform model particles and collectors
to obtain insight into the mechanisms that give rise to the diverging deposition behavior of microorganisms.
Both the fluid-phase effluent particle concentration and the profile of retained particles were systematically
measured over a broad range of physicochemical conditions. The results indicate that, in the presence of
repulsive Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) interactions, the concurrent existence of both
favorable and unfavorable colloidal interactions causes significant deviation from the CFT. A dual deposition
mode model is presented which considers the combined influence of “fast” and “slow” particle deposition.
This model is shown to adequately describe both the spatial distribution of particles in the packed bed
and the suspended particle concentration at the column effluent.

Introduction

The classical colloid filtration theory (CFT) is the most
commonly used approach for predicting particle deposition
behavior in saturated porous media. Originally developed
by Yao et al.,1 this conceptual model is of practical interest
in chromatographic separation,2 granular (deep-bed)
filtration in water and wastewater treatment,3,4 transport
and fate of colloids and colloid-associated pollutants in
the subsurface environment,5-7 and natural filtration of
microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, and protozoa.8-10

In this classic “clean-bed” filtration model, the removal
of suspended particles is described by first-order kinetics,
resulting in concentrations of suspended and retained
particles that decay exponentially with distance. However,
a growing body of experimental evidence suggests that
the deposition of microbial particles (e.g., bacteria and
viruses) is inconsistent with the classical CFT.11-17 In most

experiments presented, particle deposition rates decline
monotonically with distance. Such observations of mi-
crobial deposition which diverge significantly from pre-
dictions based on the CFT have important implications
for numerous processes in natural and engineered sys-
tems. Particularly, these results suggest that predictions
of particle removal in saturated porous media are con-
siderably overestimated by the classical CFT. Several
explanations have been proposed to account for this
observed deviation from the CFT, including heterogeneity
in microbial surface properties,12,17 distributions in the
interaction energies between microorganisms and col-
lector grains,18 and particle deposition dynamics.18 Al-
though the causes of deviation from the CFT with respect
to filtration of microbial particles have been hypothesized,
the mechanisms controlling this behavior have not been
elucidated.

Laboratory-scale column experiments conducted with
model uniform particles and collector grains under well-
defined physicochemical conditions can provide insight
into the mechanisms that give rise to the diverging
deposition behavior of microorganisms. However, such
controlled studies where the profiles of retained particles
are quantified are scarce.19-22 Fitzpatrick and Spielman22

measured the fluid-phase concentration profiles of uniform
latex particles in columns packed with spherical glass
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beads by sampling at successive depths of the packed bed
using hypodermic needle probes. Under conditions where
electrostatic double-layer repulsion is not important,
deposition rates determined from the slope of the particle
concentration profile were in good agreement with theo-
retical predictions.22,23 Bradford et al.20,21 observed that
the spatial distributions of latex colloids in columns packed
with glass beads and Ottawa sand were not well described
by the classical CFT. In their studies, however, physical
straining was believed to be a significant particle removal
mechanism. Since the contribution of straining to particle
removal is not considered in the CFT, the work of Bradford
et al. is not appropriate in determining the causes of
deviation from the CFT.

In this paper, we present well-controlled laboratory-
scale column deposition experiments to investigate the
mechanisms and causes of deviation from the CFT.
Emphasis was placed on conditions where repulsive
electrostatic double-layer interactions predominate. Uni-
form polystyrene latex colloids and spherical soda-lime
glass beads were selected as model particles and collectors,
respectively. To examine the validity of the classical CFT,
we systematically measured both the fluid-phase effluent
particle concentration and the profile of retained particles
over a broad range of physicochemical conditions. We
demonstrate that the CFT breaks down in the presence
of repulsive electrostatic interactions. A dual deposition
mode model is applied which considers the simultaneous
“fast” and “slow” deposition of colloids. This model is shown
to adequately describe both the spatial distribution of
particles in the packed bed and the suspended particle
concentration at the column effluent.

Theory

Classical Colloid Filtration Theory. The transport
of colloidal particles through saturated homogeneous
porous media can be described by accounting for particle
advection, hydrodynamic dispersion, and deposition (fil-
tration). For relatively low particle concentration and
moderate ionic strength, blocking and ripening effects are
not significant and particle release is typically negligible.
Under these conditions, the concentrations of fluid-phase
particles, C(x, t), and retained particles, S(x, t), at column
depth x and time t can be described by a one-dimensional
advection-dispersion equation with a first-order kinetic
deposition term:24,25

Here, v is the interstitial particle velocity, D is the
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, ε is the bed porosity,
Fb is the porous medium bulk density, and k is the particle
deposition rate coefficient. The latter is related to the
commonly used single-collector removal efficiency, η,1,24,26

via

where dc is the diameter of the collector grains.
For most applications of practical interest (e.g., chro-

matographic separation and granular filtration), the
system is considered at steady state and the influence of
hydrodynamic dispersion is negligible. It is also typically
assumed that the rate of particle deposition is both
spatially and temporally invariant; that is, a single value
of k is specified. Under these conditions, for a continuous
particle injection at concentration C0 (at x ) 0) and time
period t0, the solutions to eqs 1 and 2 for a column initially
free of particles are

Equation 4 is commonly referred to as the classical colloid
filtration model and has been used extensively in modeling
the transport of model colloids and microorganisms in
saturated porous media.8,11,16,25,27,28

Dual Deposition Mode Model. As discussed previ-
ously, the classical CFT is based on the assumption that
the particle deposition rate coefficient, k, is constant.
However, variability in the colloidal interactions between
particles and collector grains can give rise to a distribution
in the deposition rate. Particularly, in the presence of
repulsive electrostatic double-layer interactions, particles
may exhibit a dual deposition mode whereby a fraction of
the particle population experiences a fast deposition rate
and the remaining particles deposit at a slow rate. The
causes of this variation in the particle deposition rate will
be discussed in more detail later in the paper. In brief,
these fast and slow deposition rates can be attributed to
the concurrent existence of both favorable and unfavorable
chemical-colloidal interactions, respectively. Particle
deposition is termed favorable in the absence of repulsive
interaction energies, whereas unfavorable deposition
refers to the case where repulsive colloidal interactions
predominate.28 The occurrence of both favorable and
unfavorable conditions in an otherwise homogeneous
system can be considered by including a bimodal distri-
bution of k in the classical colloid filtration theory:18

where p(k) is the linear combination of two normal
(Gaussian) distributions:
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Here, khslow and khfast are the mean deposition rate coef-
ficients, σslow and σfast are the corresponding standard
deviations, and fslow and ffast are the fractions of the total
population associated with each mode.

Materials and Methods

Colloidal Particles. Surfactant-free fluorescent polystyrene
latex colloids (EX 490 nm, EM 515 nm, Interfacial Dynamics
Corporation, Portland, OR) with carboxyl-modified functional
groups were used as model particles. The monodispersed particles
have a mean diameter of 3.0 µm and a titrated surface charge
density of 119.8 µC/cm2. The density of the particles, as reported
by the manufacturer, is 1.055 g/cm3.

Porous Media. Spherical soda-lime glass beads (Class V,
MO-SCI Corporation, Rolla, MO) were utilized as model collector
grains. The manufacturer reported the average diameter of the
glass beads as 0.328 mm. The chemical composition (by weight)
of the beads is as follows: ∼70% SiO2, ∼3% Al2O3, ∼10% CaO,
∼3% MgO, ∼15% Na2O, and <0.3% Fe2O3. The glass beads were
thoroughly cleaned to remove grease and other impurities. The
beads were soaked in a surfactant solution (2% Extran MA02,
EM Science, Gibbstown, NJ) for 1 h, rinsed with deionized (DI)
water (Barnstead), sonicated (Aquasonic 150T, VWR Scientific
Products, West Chester, PA) for 15 min in a detergent solution
(2% RBS 35, Pierce Biotechnology Inc., Rockford, IL), rinsed with
DI water, soaked for 24 h in a solution containing sulfuric acid
andNOCHROMIX(Godax Laboratories, Inc.,TakomaPark,MD),
and finally rinsed with DI water until the measured pH reached
a value of ∼5.6. Clean glass beads were dried in an oven at 100
°C. Prior to packing the column, clean glass beads were
rehydrated by boiling them in DI water for 30 min. This extensive
cleaning procedure yielded very reproducible particle deposition
results.

Solution Chemistry. Analytical reagent-grade KCl (Fisher
Scientific) andDIwaterwere usedto prepare electrolyte solutions.
Salt concentrations were varied over a wide range of ionic
strengths (3-300 mM) so that favorable and unfavorable
deposition could be studied. The pH of the suspensions was
adjusted to 8 by the addition of KHCO3 (1 mM).

Electrokinetic Characterization of Particles and Col-
lectors. Microelectrophoresis (Zeta-PALS, Brookhaven Instru-
ments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) was used to characterize the
electrokinetic properties of the latex particles over the range of
ionic strengths used in the column experiments. Electropho-
retic mobility was measured at 25 °C ((1 °C) using particle
suspensions (4.7 × 105 particles/mL) prepared in the background
electrolyte of interest. ú-Potentials were calculated from the
measured electrophoretic mobilities using the Smoluchowski
equation.29

To determine the electrokinetic properties of the porous
medium over the range of solution conditions used in the column
experiments, 7 g of clean soda-lime glass beads was sonicated
(Aquasonic 150T, VWR Scientific Products, West Chester, PA)
for 20 min in 12 mL of the electrolyte solution of interest.
Following sonication, samples of the supernatant were diluted
10-fold in the background electrolyte solution and electrophoretic
mobility measurements taken as described previously (Zeta-
PALS, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY).
ú-Potentials were calculated from the measured electrophoretic
mobilities using the Smoluchowski equation.29

Deposition Experiments. Transport experiments were
conducted by pumping a suspension of latex particles through
a glass chromatography column packed with clean soda-lime
glass beads. An adjustable-height column (C 16/20, Amersham
Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) with an inner diameter of 1.6 cm
was used. The soda-lime glass beads were wet-packed to a height
of 12.6 cm with vibration to minimize any layering or air
entrapment. Standard gravimetric methods were used to de-
termine the glass bead density (2.43 g/cm3) and a column packing
porosity of 0.37.

Prior to each experiment, the packed column was equilibrated
by pumping (model 200 syringe pump, KD Scientific Inc., New

Hope, PA) 20 pore volumes of the background electrolyte solution
through the column at a constant approach (superficial) velocity
of 8.3 × 10-3 cm/s. A suspension of latex colloids of the same
background electrolyte composition was pumped for 2.8 pore
volumes followed by a particle-free background electrolyte
solution (2.8 pore volumes). A constant influent particle con-
centration,C0, was maintained by including a miniature magnetic
stir bar in the particle solution syringe. The particle concentration
at the column outlet was monitored on-line using optical density
measurements (at 360 nm) with a UV-visible spectrophotometer
(Hewlett-Packard model 8453) and a 1 cm flow-through cell. The
influent particle concentration was varied between experiments
to obtain optimal resolution; specifically, we used C0 ) 1.7 × 107

particles/mL for experiments at lower ionic strengths (3, 10, and
30 mM) and C0 ) 5.4 × 106 particles/mL for experiments
conducted at higher ionic strengths (100 and 300 mM). The total
amount of retained particles, Ndep, was determined by calculating
the difference between the number of particles injected into the
column, Ninj, and the amount obtained by numerically integrating
the particle breakthrough curve, Neffl.

In certain experiments, two additional pulses of particle-free
electrolyte solutions were pumped through the column to initiate
the elution (release) of previously deposited particles. A pulse of
3.2 pore volumes low ionic strength solution (0.1 mM KHCO3)
was first pumped through the column, followed by 2.8 pore
volumes of a pH 11 solution (1 mM KOH). The total number of
particles released, Nrel, was calculated by numerically integrating
the two elution pulses, to determine the fraction of released
particles, frel, where frel ) Nrel/Ndep.

Column Dissection and Enumeration of Retained Par-
ticles. After completing a colloid deposition experiment, the
packed bed was dissected into sections to obtain the spatial
distribution of particles in the column. The bottom end-piece
was removed without disturbing the packed bed, and the porous
medium was extruded in 1 cm wide sections by gravity. The
packed bed remained saturated with electrolyte solution during
the entire extrusion process so as not to shift or cause release
of retained colloids. Each 1 cm section of porous media was placed
into a 50 mL polypropylene conical tube containing 5 mL of
1 mM NaOH. In this low ionic strength, high pH (∼11) solution,
the surfaces of both the soda-lime glass beads and the latex
colloids are highly negatively charged, causing release of re-
tained colloids from the glass surface. After 1 h, the tubes
containing the glass bead-colloid solution mixture were vigor-
ously shaken and vortexed to obtain a homogeneous concen-
tration of latex particles in the supernatant. Representative
1 mL samples of the supernatant from each conical tube
were filtered (1225 Sampling Manifold, Millipore, Billerica, MA)
with vacuum assistance onto 25 mm diameter polycarbonate
membranes (0.22 µm average pore diameter) (Osmonics Inc.,
Minnetonka, MN). Particle concentrations were determined using
an epifluorescent microscope (EX 490 nm, EM 515 nm; BX41,
Olympus America, NY) by counting at least 20 fields of view on
each membrane. The remaining glass bead-colloid solution
mixture in each conical tube was emptied into preweighed
aluminum dishes, weighed, and placed in an oven to evaporate
the remaining liquid. The mass of glass beads and the volume
of solution in each section (i.e., conical tube) were determined by
mass balance from the weights of empty dishes, liquid- and bead-
filled dishes, dry bead-filled dishes, and the volume sampled for
enumeration.

In each experiment, the mass balance of latex particles was
determined by comparing the number of deposited particles
calculated from integrating the particle breakthrough curve, Ndep,
to the amount retained on the basis of enumeration in the
fluorescent microscope (i.e., S(x)). In general, the mass balance
was found to be within (15%, but in most experiments, the mass
balance was (9%.

Determination of Attachment (Collision) Efficiency. To
investigate the role of colloidal interactions on the deviation from
the CFT, the particle deposition experiments described above
were analyzed in terms of the attachment (collision) efficiency,
R.1,24,30 Note that the attachment efficiency is the inverse of the

(29) Hunter, R. J. Foundations of Colloid Science; Oxford University
Press: New York, 2001.
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stability ratio, W, commonly used in coagulation studies. The
attachment efficiency is defined as the ratio of the experimental
single-collector removal efficiency, η, and the predicted single-
collector contact efficiency, η0, evaluated from solution of the
convective-diffusion equation in the absence of repulsive interac-
tion energies, i.e., R ) η/η0.1,26,28 The value of η0 for the described
experimental conditions was determined using a newly developed
correlation based on a rigorous numerical solution of the
convective-diffusion equation:26

where NR is an aspect ratio, NPe is the Peclet number, NA is the
attraction number, NvdW is the van der Waals number, and NG
is the gravity number.

Substituting eq 3 into eq 4 and considering the normalized
column effluent concentration, C/C0|x)L, at the initial stages of
deposition, we obtain the following relationship for the experi-
mental single-collector removal efficiency based on the particle
breakthrough curve, ηBTC:

To calculate RBTC for each experiment, the normalized column
effluent concentration, C/C0, in eq 10 was obtained from each
particle breakthrough curve by averaging the values measured
between pore volumes 1.8 and 2.

A similar substitution of eq 3 into eq 5 reveals that the single-
collector removal efficiency, η, and thus the attachment efficiency,
R, can also be obtained from both the prefactor and exponent of
the retained profile of particles, S(x). An accurate measure of
C0 in eq 5 was determined by filtering a diluted sample of the
influent particle suspension onto a membrane and counting
in an epifluorescent microscope as described in the previous
section. The value of the attachment efficiency for each experi-
ment was calculated from the intercept, RINT, and slope, RSLOPE,
of a semilog plot of the retained particle profile, S(x). More details
regarding the calculation of RINT and RSLOPE are provided later
in the paper.

Results and Discussion
Electrokinetic Properties of Colloids and Collec-

tors. The ú-potentials of the latex colloids and soda-lime
glass beads as a function of ionic strength are presented
in Table 1 (with other parameters to be discussed later).
Both the particles and the glass beads are negatively
charged at the pH investigated (8), and their ú-potentials
become less negative with increasing ionic strength.
Measured ú-potentials are used later to calculate Der-
jaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) interaction
energy profiles for the latex particle-glass bead system.

Particle Breakthrough Curves. Representative par-
ticle breakthrough curves obtained at different solution
ionic strengths are presented in Figure 1. In this figure,
the normalized effluent particle concentration, C/C0, is
plotted as a function of time. The results are in qualitative

agreement with the DLVO theory of colloidal stability.31,32

That is, the deposition of latex colloids on the glass beads
increases (C/C0 decreases) with increasing ionic strength.
As the concentration of KCl in the solution increases, the
diffuse double layers are compressed, causing a reduction
in the repulsive electrostatic double-layer forces and an
increase in the particle deposition rate.

To study the effect of ionic strength and colloidal
interactions on the deviation from the CFT, it is necessary
to determine the value of the attachment efficiency, RBTC,
from each particle breakthrough curve. As defined previ-
ously in the Materials and Methods, the attachment
efficiency depends on the colloidal interactions between
particles and collectors; it approaches unity when colloidal
interactions are favorable for deposition and is much
smaller than 1 under unfavorable conditions (i.e., when
repulsive interactions predominate). Particle attachment
efficiencies, RBTC, were calculated from the normalized
effluent particle concentration, C/C0, measured in each
experiment using eq 10 and the value of η0 determined
from eq 9 (R ) η/η0). Representative results are presented
in Table 1 as a function of solution ionic strength (with
other parameters to be discussed later). As mentioned
earlier, the observed deposition behavior follows the trend
predicted by the DLVO theory. An increase in salt
concentration from 3 to 300 mM yields an increase in RBTC
from 0.019 to 0.68. This large variation in values of the
attachment efficiency corresponds to a shift in conditions
considered unfavorable for deposition at the lower ionic
strengths to completely favorable deposition at the highest

(31) Derjaguin, B. V.; Landau, L. D. Acta Physicochim. URSS 1941,
14, 733-762.

(32) Verwey, E. J. W.; Overbeek, J. T. G. Theory of the Stability of
Lyophobic Colloids; Elsevier: Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1948.

Table 1. Electrokinetic Properties of Particles and Collectors and Experimentally Determined Attachment Efficiencies

ú-potential (mV) attachment efficiencya deviation ratio

ionic strength (mM) particle glass beads RBTC RINT RSLOPE RINT/RBTC RSLOPE/RBTC

3 -80.3 -55.2 0.019 0.04 0.90 2.1 47
10 -60.5 -50.2 0.032 0.043 0.74 1.3 23
30 -45.3 -36.6 0.13 0.21 0.53 1.6 4.1

100 -30.1 -18.9 0.31 0.48 0.73 1.5 2.4
300 -27.9 -15.7 0.68 0.65 0.75 0.96 1.1

a The value of the single-collector contact efficiency (η0 ) 7.9 × 10-3) was calculated using eq 9 and the following parameter values:
dp ) 3 µm, dc ) 328 µm, U ) 8.3 × 10-5 m/s, A ) 1 × 10-20 J, T ) 293 K, Fp ) 1055 kg/m3, Ff ) 1000 kg/m3, µ ) 1.005 × 10-3 kg/(m s),
and ε ) 0.37.

η0 ) 2.4AS
1/3NR

-0.081NPe
-0.715NvdW

0.052 + 0.55ASNR
1.675NA

0.125 +

0.22NR
-0.24NG

1.11N vdW
0.053 (9)

ηBTC ) - 2
3

dc

(1 - ε)L
ln(C/C0) (10)

Figure1. Representative breakthrough curves for experiments
conducted with 3.0 µm latex particles in columns packed with
soda-lime glass beads over a wide range of solution ionic
strengths. The key experimental conditions were the
following: approach velocity 8.3 × 10-3 cm/s, porosity 0.37,
mean bead diameter 0.328 mm, pH 8.0-8.3, and temperature
20-22 °C.
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ionic strength investigated (300 mM). Although several
deposition experiments were conducted at each ionic
strength, only representative results are presented in
Table 1 for purpose of comparison.

Profiles of Retained Particles. The deposition be-
havior of model colloids in laboratory-scale columns has
been examined extensively.28,30,33-40 However, studies
where the spatial distribution of retained particles in
the packed bed has been reported are very scarce.
Following the completion of each particle deposition
experiment, the spatial distribution of retained particles
was determined by carefully dissecting the packed bed.
In Figure 2, the profiles of retained particles corresponding

to the breakthrough curves in Figure 1 are presented.
The retained particle concentration, S(x), is plotted as a
function of distance in a semilog format. For comparison,
the profile of retained particles predicted by the CFT (eq
5) using the attachment efficiency determined from the
corresponding breakthrough curve, RBTC, is included in
each part of Figure 2.

If the classical CFT were valid under these physico-
chemical conditions, the spatial distribution of particles
determined experimentally should correspond exactly to
the spatial distribution calculated using eq 5 and values
of RBTC. However, inspection of Figure 2 reveals that the
measured concentrations are all in marked discrepancy
with those predicted by the CFT, with the exception of
those measured at 300 mM (Figure 2e). This deviation
between profiles of retained particles is particularly
evident at the lowest ionic strength investigated (3 mM,
Figure 2a). As the salt concentration in the solution
increases, the observed spatial distribution of particles
approaches that calculated using values of RBTC (Figure
2b-d). At the highest ionic strength considered (300 mM,
Figure 2e), the concentrations of retained colloids deter-
mined experimentally are in excellent agreement with
those predicted by the classical CFT (i.e., using values of

(33) Roy, S. B.; Dzombak, D. A. Colloids Surf., A 1996, 107, 245-
262.

(34) Harmand, B.; Rodier, E.; Sardin, M.; Dodds, J. Colloids Surf.,
A 1996, 107, 233-244.

(35) Elimelech, M.; Nagai, M.; Ko, C. H.; Ryan, J. N. Environ. Sci.
Technol. 2000, 34, 2143-2148.

(36) Bai, R.; Tien, C. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1999, 218, 488-499.
(37) Franchi, A.; O’Melia, C. R. Environ. Sci. Technol.2003, 37, 1122-

1129.
(38) McDowell-Boyer, L. M. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1992, 26, 586-

593.
(39) Elimelech, M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1994, 164, 190-199.
(40) Elimelech, M.; O’Melia, C. R. Langmuir 1990, 6, 1153-1163.

Figure 2. Comparison of experimental retained particle concentration profiles (symbols) and predictions based on the classical
CFT using RBTC determined from the corresponding breakthrough curve (dashed lines) for different solution ionic strengths: (a)
3 mM, (b) 10 mM, (c) 30 mM, (d) 100 mM, and (e) 300 mM. Other experimental conditions were the following: approach velocity
8.3 × 10-3 cm/s, porosity 0.37, mean bead diameter 0.328 mm, pH 8.0-8.3, and temperature 20-22 °C.
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RBTC). Under these solution conditions, the spatial dis-
tribution of retained particles in the packed bed clearly
exhibits an exponential decay. However, at lower salt
concentrations, a characteristic profile of retained par-
ticles is observed with two distinct regions: a steeper slope
at the top of the column, followed by a flatter, more shal-
low slope at the bottom. This distinctive feature of
the measured profile of retained particles is partic-
ularly evident for the experiment conducted at 3 mM
(Figure 2a).

To quantify the degree of deviation from the CFT at
different solution conditions, the attachment efficiency
for each experiment was calculated from the measured
profiles of deposited particles, S(x). Linearization of eq 5
reveals that the particle deposition rate coefficient, k, and
thus the attachment efficiency, R, can be obtained from
both the intercept and the slope of a semilog plot of S(x):

where k ) Rkfav and kfav is related to η0 via eq 3.
Representative values of the particle attachment efficiency
calculated from the intercept, RINT, and the slope, RSLOPE,
of S(x) are presented in Table 1.

To demonstrate the difference in values of R calculated
from either the particle breakthrough curve (RBTC) or the
profile of retained particles (RINT and RSLOPE), the follow-
ing deviation ratios were calculated for each experiment:
RINT/RBTC and RSLOPE/RBTC (Table 1). In such a comparison,
a ratio of 1 indicates perfect agreement between the
observed spatial distribution of particles and that pre-
dicted by the CFT (i.e., RBTC ) RINT ) RSLOPE). As shown
in the table, the deviation ratios are approximately equal
to 1 at the highest ionic strength investigated (300 mM).
The values of these ratios become greater with decreasing
ionic strength, indicating an increased digression between
the measured and predicted profiles of retained particles.
This significant deviation is emphasized in the ratio RSLOPE/
RBTC. At a salt concentration of 3 mM, the attachment
efficiency determined from the slope of the retained
particle profile, RSLOPE, is 47 times greater than that
calculated from the particle breakthrough curve, RBTC.
This considerable difference between measured and
predicted deposition behavior is particularly surprising
in view of the fact that all experiments were conducted
in a well-defined system using uniform spherical particles
and collectors. Thus, these results suggest that the
observed deviation at lower ionic strengths must be
attributed to a removal mechanism which is not accounted
for in the classical CFT.

It is worthwhile mentioning that additional column
experiments were conducted using DI water to maxi-
mize the degree of repulsive (unfavorable) colloidal
interactions on the retention of latex particles. In this
type of experiment, any removal in the packed column
can be attributed to the influence of a physical mech-
anism such as straining.41 The 3 µm particles demon-
strated complete breakthrough (C/C0 ) 1.0) in DI water,
indicating that physical straining does not play a role
in the removal of these particles and thus cannot
account for the deviation from the CFT observed in this
system.

DLVO Interaction Energy Profiles. Attachment
efficiencies calculated from both the particle breakthrough
curves, RBTC, and the corresponding retained particle

profiles, RINT and RSLOPE, are not in agreement over the
range of solution conditions investigated, except at the
highest ionic strength of 300 mM (Table 1). A consistent
decrease in the value of the deviation ratio RSLOPE/RBTC
with increasing salt concentration suggests that colloidal
interactions strongly influence the observed particle
deposition behavior. To better understand the mechanisms
controlling the observed deviation from the classical CFT,
the DLVO theory is used to calculate colloidal interaction
energies. The DLVO theory considers the sum of London-
van der Waals (VDW) attraction and electrostatic double-
layer repulsion (EDL). The total interaction energy,
namely, the sum of VDW and EDL interactions, was
determined by treating the particle-glass bead system
as a sphere-plate interaction. Constant-potential EDL
interactions were calculated using the expression of Hogg
et al.,42 where the ú-potentials of the latex colloids and the
soda-lime glass beads were used in place of the respective
surface potentials. The retarded VDW attractive interac-
tion energy was calculated from the expression proposed
by Gregory.43 A value of 1 × 10-20 J was chosen for the
Hamaker constant of the glass-water-polystyrene sys-
tem.3,28,40

DLVO interaction energy profiles for the latex particle-
glass bead system are presented in Figure 3a at the
different solution conditions used in the deposition
experiments. The calculations reveal the presence of a
significant repulsive energy barrier to deposition at nearly
all ionic strengths, ranging from 7570 kBT at 3 mM to 12
kBT at 100 mM. In contrast, no energy barrier to deposition
(i.e., completely favorable conditions) is predicted at 300
mM. Hence, on the basis of DLVO interaction energy

(41) Tufenkji, N.; Miller, G. F.; Ryan, J. N.; Harvey, R. W.; Elimelech,
M. Environ. Sci. Technol., in press.

(42) Hogg, R.; Healy, T. W.; Fuerstenau, D. W. Trans. Faraday Soc.
1966, 62, 1638-1651.

(43) Gregory, J. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1981, 83, 138-145.

ln S(x) ) ln(t0εC0
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v
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Figure 3. (a) Calculated DLVO interaction energy plotted as
a function of separation distance for different solution ionic
strengths. (b) Identical data is replotted to highlight the depth
and location of the secondary energy minimum. Measured
ú-potentials (Table 1) and a Hamaker constant of 1 × 10-20 J
were used to calculate interaction energies.
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calculations, latex colloids are not expected to deposit onto
the glass bead surfaces (i.e., overcome the repulsive energy
barrier) under these solution conditions (except at 300
mM). Despite these DLVO predictions, however, particle
deposition is observed even at the lowest ionic strength
examined (e.g., C/C0 ≈ 0.95 at 3 mM).

In Figure 3b, where the DLVO interaction energy
profiles are replotted on a different scale, we note the
presence of a secondary energy well at a greater separation
distance than that of the energy barrier. A secondary
minimum exists because the EDL interaction decreases
exponentially with respect to separation distance, whereas
the VDW attraction exhibits a power-law dependency with
a slower decay. The depths of the secondary minimum,
Φ2°min, for the latex particle-glass bead interaction are
listed in Table 2 as a function of ionic strength (with
another parameter to be discussed later). DLVO calcula-
tions indicate that the magnitude of Φ2°min increases with
salt concentration, from 0.85 kBT at 3 mM to 72.4 kBT at
100 mM. Inspection of Figure 3b also reveals that the
location of the secondary energy well approaches the
collector surface with increasing ionic strength.

Because the average kinetic energy of micrometer-sized
particles is on the order of 1 kBT, the calculated values of
Φ2°min suggest that colloids could readily be retained in
the secondary energy minimum, even at the lowest ionic
strength investigated. Thus, despite the sizable repulsive
energy barriers predicted at the lower ionic strengths
seemingly preventing particle deposition in the primary
energy well, attachment in the secondary energy minimum
is very likely. Under certain conditions, in particular at
moderate ionic strengths where a deep secondary mini-
mum is located relatively close to the collector surface
and the height of the repulsive energy barrier is smaller,
it is probable that particles are deposited in both the
primary and secondary energy wells.37 This concept will
be developed in more detail in the next section.

Dual Deposition Mode Model. In 1979, Marmur44

proposed a simple model to compute the stability ratio of
combined primary and secondary minimum coagulation.
Good agreement between model predictions and experi-
mental data supported his theory that under repulsive
electrostatic conditions the value of the stability ratio is
controlled by the combined influence of the two modes of
coagulation. More recently, Franchi and O’Melia37 sug-
gested that under conditions where the repulsive energy
barrier is small a fraction of particles retained in the
secondary energy well may “jump” over the energy barrier
into the primary energy minimum. The authors proposed
that deposition may be viewed as a combination of two
collection mechanisms. In this section, we further develop
this notion to explain the observed deviation from the
classical CFT with respect to the measured profiles of
retained particles (Figure 2 and Table 1). The fundamental
basis of the proposed dual deposition mode (DDM) model
(eqs 6-8) is also described.

Why Dual Deposition? A systematic study of particle
deposition conducted under well-controlled experimental
conditions revealed that the CFT breaks down in the
presence of repulsive electrostatic double-layer inter-
actions. We noted earlier a distinctive feature of the
measured profiles of retained particles under these
conditions: the slope is steeper at the top of the column
and becomes more shallow at the bottom. This observed
shape of the retained particle profile is characteristic of
a bimodal distribution in the particle deposition rate.18

That is, a fraction of the particle population exhibits
a fast deposition rate (implied by the steep slope at the
top of the column), whereas the remaining parti-
cles experience a slow deposition rate (denoted by the
shallow portion of the retained profile). Because the model
experimental system used for this study consisted of
uniform latex colloids and clean glass bead collectors, it
was expected that a constant particle deposition rate would
be observed under all solution conditions. Nonetheless,
variations in the particle deposition behavior can arise
from a number of sources not accounted for in the classical
CFT.

(a) Particles Retained in the Secondary Energy
Minimum. Calculated DLVO interaction energy profiles
(Figure 3) reveal the presence of a secondary minimum
that is particularly deep at moderate to high ionic
strengths. Although the role of the secondary energy well
has been argued,30,45,46 recent experimental and theoretical
evidence37,47-51 suggests that deposition in the secondary
minimum can control particle-transport behavior in
saturatedporousmedia.Hahn50,52 proposedasimplemodel
for estimating particle collision efficiencies based on
deposition in the secondary energy minimum. The Max-
well kinetic theory53 is used to predict the fraction of
particles with energies greater than the depth of the
secondary energy well, that is, the fraction with sufficient
kinetic energy to escape from the secondary minimum.50

It follows that the attachment efficiency for deposition in
the secondary minimum, R2min, is defined as the probability
that a particle does not have sufficient energy to escape
from the secondary energy well. Theoretical values of R2min
determined using Hahn’s model with calculated values of
Φ2°min are listed in Table 2. On the basis of these results,
the latex colloids are expected to exhibit a fast rate of
deposition into the secondary energy minimum over
the range of solution conditions investigated; that is,
R2min is relatively high at 3 mM and approaches unity at
higher ionic strengths. This unhindered or favorable
condition for particle deposition is depicted schematically
in Figure 4a.

(b) Fraction of Particle Population Overcomes
Energy Barrier. The classic interpretation of particle
deposition (e.g., within the framework of the CFT) has
been one of particles overcoming a repulsive energy barrier
to reach the primary energy minimum (Figure 4b).

(44) Marmur, A. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1979, 72, 41-48.

(45) Song, L. F.; Elimelech, M. J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 1993,
89, 3443-3452.

(46) Elimelech, M. Ph.D. Dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University,
1989.

(47) Litton, G. M.; Olson, T. M. Colloids Surf., A 1996, 107, 273-283.
(48) Hahn, M. W.; Abadzic, D.; O’Melia, C. R. Environ. Sci. Technol.,

in press.
(49) Redman, J. A.; Walker, S. L.; Elimelech, M. Environ. Sci. Technol.

2004, 38, 1777-1785.
(50) Hahn, M. W.; O’Melia, C. R. Environ. Sci. Technol. 2004, 38,

210-220.
(51) Walker, S. L.; Redman, J. A.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2004, 20,

7736-7746.
(52) Hahn, M. W. Ph.D. Dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University,

1994.
(53) Kubo, R. Rep. Prog. Phys. 1966, 29, 255-284.

Table 2. Calculated Secondary Minimum Depths and
Associated Attachment Efficiencies

ionic strength (mM) Φ2°min
a (kBT) R2min

b

3 0.85 0.36
10 3.6 0.93
30 13.9 1

100 72.4 1
a Determined from DLVO interaction energy profiles (Figure 3).

b Calculated using Hahn’s model50 based on Maxwell’s kinetic
theory.
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However, DLVO calculations presented in Figure 3
indicate the existence of sizable energy barriers to
deposition at the lower ionic strengths investigated (3-
30 mM). In the calculation of these interaction energy
profiles, it was assumed that all particles and collectors
have a constant surface potential at a given ionic strength.
It has been shown, however, that individual colloidal
particles in a suspension may possess different values of
surface potentials.54,55 This variation in particle surface
charge properties gives rise to a distribution in particle-
collector interactions, which, in effect, may result in a
broader range of colloid deposition rates. Thus, although
the calculations presented in Figure 3 predict substantial
repulsive energy barriers at the lower ionic strengths
examined, variations in particle surface potentials can
provide opportunities for a fraction of the particle popula-
tion to overcome this energy barrier and reach the primary
energy well. The presence of a secondary energy minimum
can further facilitate this process whereby particles
retained in this energy well may jump over the energy
barrier into the primary well due to fluctuations in their

internal energy.37 The fraction of the particle population
that is able to overcome the repulsive energy barrier and
deposit in theprimaryminimumisreferred toasexhibiting
a slow deposition rate; that is, the particles are depositing
under unfavorable conditions. In comparison to those
particles which are retained in the secondary energy
minimum, a much lower value of the attachment efficiency
(i.e., R , 1) is associated with the fraction of particles
which overcomes the repulsive energy barrier.

(c) Surface Charge Heterogeneities Provide Sites
for Fast Deposition. A growing body of evidence suggests
that the degree of surface charge heterogeneity on particle
and/or collector surfaces can control particle deposition
behavior under conditions deemed unfavorable for
deposition.56-58 Song et al.58 demonstrated that measured
particledepositionrates40,57 whichareconsiderablygreater
than those predicted by the DLVO theory could be
attributed to the occurrence of bulk and/or surface-bound
chemical impurities on the collector surface. In these
studies, the bulk chemical impurities in the glass bead
collectors consisted of trace amounts of metal oxides,
whereas the surface-bound impurities were most likely
organic contaminants.40,57,58 The glass bead collectors used
in the experiments of Litton and Olson57 and Elimelech
and O’Melia40 were similar to those used in the present
study. As described previously in the Materials and
Methods, the glass beads were composed mainly of SiO2,
but the presence of various metal oxides (Al2O3, CaO, MgO,
Na2O, and Fe2O3) on the glass bead surface is also worth
noting. At the solution pH maintained during experi-
mentation (∼8), the metal oxides will be near-neutrally
charged or carry a slightly positive charge in comparison
to the bulk SiO2 surface which will be highly negatively
charged. Hence, these surface charge heterogeneities are
expected to provide favorable deposition sites on what is
otherwise an unfavorable surface for deposition.58 Particle
deposition under these conditions (i.e., in the absence of
a repulsive energy barrier) is characterized by an attach-
ment efficiency of 1 (Figure 4c). It is worthwhile to mention
that the degree of surface-bound organic contaminants
should not be significant in this study due to the extensive
cleaning procedure applied to the glass beads which
included the use of a strong oxidizing agent (sulfuric acid
with NOCHROMIX).

In this section, we described how the presence of a deep
secondary energy minimum as well as metal oxide
impurities on the collector surface can provide conditions
for favorable or fast particle deposition, namely, R ≈ 1
(Figure 4a and c). In contrast, the general occurrence of
repulsive energy barriers gives rise to particle deposition
rates which are much slower, exemplified by smaller
values of the attachment efficiency, that is, R , 1 (Figure
4b). This concurrent existence of both favorable and
unfavorable colloidal interactions in an otherwise homo-
geneous system can be described by considering a bimodal
distribution of the particle deposition rate. In the Theory
section, a dual deposition mode (DDM) model was
presented which incorporates a bimodal distribution of k
in the classical colloid filtration theory. The DDM model
accounts for the influence of favorable deposition sites
(where the mean particle deposition rate coefficient is khfast)
as well as the fraction of particles which deposit at a

(54) Rajagopalan, R.; Chu, R. Q. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1982, 86,
299-317.

(55) Dong, H. J. Microbiol. Methods 2002, 51, 83-93.

(56) Litton, G. M.; Olson, T. M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1994, 165,
522-525.

(57) Litton, G. M.; Olson, T. M. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1993, 27, 185-
193.

(58) Song, L. F.; Johnson, P. R.; Elimelech, M. Environ. Sci. Technol.
1994, 28, 1164-1171.

Figure 4. Schematic representations of interaction energy
profiles characteristic of (a) particles retained in the secondary
energy minimum (R ≈ 1), (b) particles overcoming the repulsive
energy barrier to deposit in the deep primary energy well (R
, 1), and (c) particles depositing on favorable sites owing to the
presence of bulk chemical impurities on the collector surface
(R ≈ 1).
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hindered or slow rate (where the mean deposition rate
coefficient is defined as khslow).

Application of the DDM Model to Experimental
Data. A nonlinear regression analysis (using the Lev-
enberg-Marquardt method) was carried out to fit the
DDM model (eqs 7 and 8) to the measured retained particle
profiles where the merit function was given as the sum
of squared residuals. Only two parameters were allowed
to vary during the model optimization, the mean deposition
rate coefficient, khslow, and the fraction, fslow, of the total
population associated with this mode. The mean deposition
rate coefficient of the rapidly depositing fraction, khfast, was
determined by setting the maximum deposition rate
coefficient, kmax, equal to the transport limited rate (i.e.,
Rmax ) 1), where kmax ) khfast + 3σfast. Because this mode
of the distribution takes into account the deposition of
particles under favorable conditions, that is, those de-
scribed in Figure 4a and c, it follows that the maximum
value of the attachment efficiency should be 1. Under such
conditions, the distribution in the particle deposition rate
coefficient is assumed to be relatively narrow; thus, the
standard deviation associated with this mode, σfast, was
calculated as 5% of the mean, khfast. When kmax is equal to
the particle-transport limited rate and σfast ) 0.05 khfast,
then the mean attachment efficiency, Rj fast, is determined

to be 0.87. For the case where particles overcome an energy
barrier to deposit in the primary energy well (i.e., slow
deposition), a wider distribution in k is considered; thus,
σslow was set equal to 15% of khslow.

Optimized model parameters (reported as Rj slow and ffast)
determined for the experiments conducted at 3, 10, 30,
and 100 mM are presented in Table 3 (with other
parameters to be discussed later). In Figure 5, the
measured profiles of retained particles (symbols) are
compared to predictions based on the DDM model (solid
lines) as well as the classical CFT (dashed lines). This
comparison indicates that the DDM model adequately
captures the deposition behavior of the latex particles over
the range of solution conditions investigated while re-
quiring only two fitting parameters. As discussed earlier,
the CFT fails to describe the observed particle deposition
behavior under repulsive electrostatic conditions.

In the DDM model, the fraction of particles which exhibit
a fast deposition rate account for the steep portion of the
retained profile at the top of the column, whereas the
shallow portion of the curve is described by the slow
fraction. Fitted values of Rjslow become larger with increas-
ing ionic strength, from 0.001 at 3 mM to 0.04 at 100 mM.
As the salt concentration in the solution increases, the
height of the repulsive energy barrier becomes smaller

Table 3. Comparison of Calculated Dual Deposition Mode (DDM) Model Parameters and Experimental Results

DDM model parameters and predictions experimental results

ionic strength (mM) Rj fast
a Rjslow

b ffast
b C/C0|x)L

c Radj
2 frel

d C/C0|x)L

3 0.87 0.001 0.05 0.95 0.89 NMe 0.95
10 0.87 0.003 0.06 0.94 0.94 0.13 0.91
30 0.87 0.04 0.31 0.65 0.96 0.30 0.64

100 0.87 0.04 0.61 0.41 0.98 0.62 0.41
a Calculated from Rmax ) 1, where Rmax ) Rj fast + 3(0.05)Rj fast. b Determined by nonlinear regression of eq 7 to measured profile of retained

particles. Note, ffast ) 1 - fslow. c Predicted by the DDM model. d Determined by integration of elution peaks. e Not measured.

Figure 5. Comparison of experimental retained particle concentration profiles (symbols) and predictions based on the proposed
DDM model with two fitting parameters (solid lines) and the classical CFT usingRBTC determined from the corresponding breakthrough
curve (dashed lines) for different solution ionic strengths: (a) 3 mM, (b) 10 mM, (c) 30 mM, and (d) 100 mM. The experimental
conditions were the same as those in Figure 2. The fitted DDM model parameters were the mean deposition rate coefficient,
khslow, and the fraction of the total population associated with this mode, fslow. Model parameters and predictions are summarized
in Table 3.
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and the efficiency of particles in overcoming this barrier
is increased. The value of ffast (where ffast ) 1 - fslow) also
becomes larger with a rise in solution ionic strength. This
result can be attributed to a greater extent of favorable
deposition sites with increasing ionic strengthsa higher
probability of encountering a deep secondary energy well
and/or a near-neutrally charged surface heterogeneity.
Use of eqs 6 and 8 with the optimized and calculated model
parameters allows for the prediction of the normalized
column effluent concentration, C/C0|x)L (Table 3). The
results predicted by the DDM model are in excellent
agreement with the measured values of C/C0|x)L (also
included in Table 3, rightmost column). Calculated values
of the adjusted coefficient of determination, Radj

2 , based
on the fits of the retained particle profiles further verify
the validity of the DDM model in describing the observed
deposition behavior.

Supporting Evidence for Dual Mode Deposition.
It has been proposed that the elution of deposited particles
following exposure to a low ionic strength solution can be
attributed to release from the secondary energy mini-
mum.37,38,47-50 To further verify our hypothesis that the
observed deviation from classical colloid filtration theory
under repulsive electrostatic conditions is caused by the
combined influence of fast and slow deposition, a series
of elution experiments were conducted. Particles were first
deposited at the ionic strength of interest followed by an
equivalent injection of particle-free solution at the same
ionic strength. Two additional pulses of particle-free
solutions were then pumped through the column: (i) a
pulse of much lower ionic strength (0.1 mM KHCO3) to
eliminate the presence of the secondary minimum and (ii)
a solution at high pH (1 mM KOH) to promote release of
particles deposited on metal oxide impurities.7

Particle breakthrough curves for elution experiments
conducted at 10, 30, and 100 mM are shown in parts a,
b, and c of Figure 6, respectively. The fraction of released
particles, frel, was calculated for each experiment by
numerically integrating the two elution pulses, Nrel, and
dividing by the total number of particles deposited during
the first phase of the experiment, Ndep. Values of frel
are presented as a function of solution ionic strength in
Table 3.

The most noteworthy result of these elution experiments
is the excellent agreement between the measured values
of frel and the fitted values of the parameter ffast. At the
two higher ionic strengths (30 and 100 mM), the quantities
are nearly identical. The slightly larger difference observed
at 10 mM can be attributed to the difficulty in measuring
very low particle concentrations under these solution
conditions.37 The observed consistency between the pre-
dicted values of ffast and the measured values of frel suggests
that the particles eluted following injection of low ionic
strength and high pH solutions are those which were
retained in the secondary minimum and on bulk (metal
oxide) surface impurities, where R ≈ 1. This systematic
change in the degree of particle release with solution ionic
strength further supports the proposed dual deposition
mode model. If deposition were governed by a single
mechanism whereby particles are transported over a
repulsive energy barrier into a primary energy well, then
an increase in the height of this barrier (under the
described elution conditions) would not result in varying
quantities of released particles. Similarly, if secondary
minimum deposition were the sole mechanism, then
elimination of this energy well would cause complete
elution (release) of all retained particles (i.e., frel would
approach 1 at all ionic strengths).

Conclusions

Particle deposition rates determined from the measured
spatialdistributionof retainedparticlesandthesuspended
effluent particle concentration are in excellent agreement
with the classical colloid filtration theory under favorable
conditions, where deposition is controlled by the particle-
transport rate. In the presence of repulsive electrostatic
double-layer interactions, the concurrent existence of both
favorable and unfavorable colloidal interactions results
in significant deviation from the CFT. As the solution
ionic strength decreases, the degree of digression between
measured and predicted retained particle profiles becomes
more significant. It is proposed that a fraction of the
particle population exhibits slow deposition whereby
particles with sufficient energy to overcome the repulsive
energy barrier can reach the primary energy minimum.

Figure 6. Representative breakthrough curves for elution
experiments conducted with 3.0 µm latex particles at different
solution ionic strengths: (a) 10 mM, (b) 30 mM, and (c) 100
mM. Arrows indicate the injection of (A) a particle-free solution
at the same ionic strength as that of the deposition phase (pH
8), (B) a particle-free solution at low ionic strength (0.1 mM
KHCO3), and (C) a particle-free solution at low ionic strength
and high pH (1 mM KOH, pH 11). Other experimental condi-
tions were the following: approach velocity 8.3 × 10-3 cm/s,
porosity 0.37, mean bead diameter 0.328 mm, and temperature
20-22 °C.
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The remaining particles deposit at a fast rate which is
attributed to the presence of a deep secondary energy
minimum and near-neutrally charged metal oxide im-
purities on the collector surface. The contribution of these
fast deposition sites is demonstrated and measured
indirectly by particle elution experiments.

A dual deposition mode model is presented which
considers the combined influence of fast and slow deposi-
tion. Optimized model predictions obtained using two
fitting parameters demonstrate excellent agreement with
measured profiles of retained particles, suspended effluent
particle concentrations, and fractions of eluted particles.
Experimental data and model calculations provide evi-
dence that the observed deviation from the classical CFT
is controlled by the concurrent occurrence of both favorable
and unfavorable particle deposition.

This bimodal distribution in the particle deposition rate
is not apparent in the commonly measured particle
breakthrough curves. Rather, the deviation from the CFT
can only be observed by careful examination of the retained
particle profiles. Such systematic studies conducted under
well-controlled conditions are essential for identifying the
key mechanisms governing particle deposition behavior.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

A Hamaker constant
AS porosity-dependent parameter of Happel’s

model
C fluid-phase particle concentration
C0 bulk (influent) particle concentration
D hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient
dc diameter of spherical collector
dp diameter of particle
ffast fraction of population depositing at “fast” rate
fslow fraction of population depositing at “slow” rate
frel fraction of retained particles released during

elution experiment
k particle deposition rate coefficient
kB Boltzmann constant, 1.3805 × 10-23 J/K
khfast mean deposition rate coefficient associated

with “fast” fraction of population
kfav deposition rate coefficient for deposition under

favorable conditions
kmax maximum (transport limited) deposition rate

coefficient
khslow mean deposition rate coefficient associated

with “slow” fraction of population
L packed length of porous medium

NA attraction number
Ndep total number of particles deposited during

column experiment
Neffl number of particles in column effluent (de-

termined by integration of breakthrough
curve)

NG gravity number
Ninj total number of particles injected into column
NPe Peclet number
NR aspect ratio
Nrel total number of particles released during

elution phase of column experiment
NvdW van der Waals number
Radj

2 adjusted coefficient of determination
S retained particle concentration
T absolute temperature
t time
U approach (superficial) velocity of fluid
v interstitial particle velocity
x distance along column length
Greek Symbols

R attachment (collision) efficiency, R ) η/η0

R2min theoreticalattachmentefficiency for secondary
minimum deposition based on Hahn’s model

RBTC attachment efficiency determined from par-
ticle breakthrough curve

Rj fast mean attachment efficiency for “fast” fraction
of population

RINT attachment efficiency calculated from inter-
cept of retained particle profile

RSLOPE attachment efficiency calculated from slope of
retained particle profile

Rj slow mean attachment efficiency for “slow” fraction
of population

ε porosity of a porous medium
Φ2°min depth of secondary energy minimum
η single-collector removal efficiency, η ) Rη0

η0 single-collector contact efficiency
µ absolute viscosity of fluid
Ff density of fluid
Fp density of particle
σfast standard deviation associated with “fast”

particle deposition rate coefficient
σslow standard deviation associated with “slow”

particle deposition rate coefficient
Abbreviations

CFT colloid filtration theory
DDM dual deposition mode
DLVO Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek
EDL electrostatic double-layer
VDW London-van der Waals
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